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3 x 6 Week Blocks 

Mon. - Heavy Sets 

Wed. - Accessory work 

Fri. - Speed Days

Personally, the deadlift has never been my best lift, but I have worked hard 
over the years to improve and be competitive with the best CrossFit Athletes 
in the world. This program combines the knowledge I’ve learned over the 
years and the trial and error I’ve experienced into one, very simple to follow, 
and very effective deadlift program that has worked wonders for me. This 
program is divided into 6 week blocks. For the most benefit, I would 
recommend completing THREE x 6 week blocks, increasing the loading and 
decreasing the volume on deadlifts for each block you complete 
(instructions to follow). Each week during the 6 week block will have one day 
of heavy deadlifts, one day of accessory work, and one day of speed work 

-BE STRONG -
DEADLIFT STRONG
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“Speed Days”  
Force = Mass x acceleration. On Fridays for 

speed days, I would suggest always using lighter loads 
(around 60%) for the sets of 3’s, bands attached to the 
bar, with the goal of acceleration on the barbell 
throughout the lift. Re-set at the bottom of each rep, 
NEVER touch and go with bands. The goal is to 
maximize force production without taxing the CNS 
(central nervous system) as much as heavy sets of 
deadlifts would do. This way you can repeat high forces 
on the barbell for higher volume, and recover faster. I’ve 
found over the years that focusing on speed in my lifts 
here with bands or chains allows me to train more 
frequently, but more importantly improves my 1RM’s 
much faster than just doing traditional progressive 
overload sets.  It also keeps things varied and fun. 
Again, focusing on SPEED matters. If you go too heavy 
and cannot accelerate the barbell, you will not reap the 
same benefits. Remember the goal is maximal FORCE 
production. F = M * a, Acceleration means the barbell is 
CHANGING speeds, NOT staying at a constant steady 
pace. This may be tough to develop, so start light 
enough that you can REALLY produce speed on the bar. 
Every other week I switch stances on my speed day 
deadlifts. The sumo stance will carryover well to the 
conventional by building hip, hamstring, and back 
strength in a slightly different way. 


“If you go too heavy 
and cannot 
accelerate the 
barbell, you will not 
reap the same 
benefits.” 

-ON “SPEED DAYS”
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THE PROGRAM
Week 1

**NOTE** For ALL deadlift sets, both the heavy sets and the speed sets, the reps completed should be done as 
“dead stop” reps. This just means that the bar starts from a dead stop each time so you cannot bounce the bar.


Monday 
3 Sets 


15 Seated Leg Raises (Straddle position)

10 Goblet Squats (w/hip circle around shins)


10 “KB Hip Shifts” (Check out squat university for these)


3 x 20 Hamstring Curls

*Increasing weight each set.

Deadlift

5 x 5 reps @ 70%


*Re-set at the bottom of each rep so you are pulling from a dead stop. No bouncing.

5 Sets

15 Half GHD Sit Ups (Stop at parallel to floor)


6 Wide Grip Strict Pull Ups (w/slow eccentric) 

3 x 20 Reverse Hypers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMDLcZqlRPo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT0KUNuY7QM
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